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I

Dream a narrowing; dream: a clenched fist, a hollow. 

 
 
Dream blood, now; dream bones. 

Dream flesh for bones, and veins for blood to travel. 

 
 
Let each dreamed thing become that thing. 

Let each grow, inside you. 

Let each split you into minute, unfathomable parts; a 
great mystery for ten thousand future generations  
slowly to unravel. 
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Dream lungs now; dream the very first breath. 

Dream hands. Dream eyes. 

 
 
Now dream sight for eyes, and hit it – like a wall. 
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Let there be no way around it, this time.

 
 
Let eyes see sight, and know it is a wall. 
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Dream a small hole in the wall the eyes have made. 

 
 
Dream the hole is a door the hands can open. 
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II

Draw a single moment. As it begins – slowly at first,  
then all at once – to accept the given parameters, give up  
everything it is not.

Draw, for example, the way you woke up this morning. 

The way everything was vague; the objects of the room inseparable 
at first from the shifting objects of your mind. 

The way they only gradually took on recognizable form –  
but that once they did, it was as though they had always existed  
that way. 

And there was no other possible configuration for the distances 
between your body, say, and mine. 

No other possible angle for the light streaming in through the open 
door – or for the one green stalk of the mostly dead plant,  
to which we continue to grant its daily allotment of water,  
though we know that it will die. 

As though life really existed in single moments – such as this one. 

In which we breakfast together in the yard, complaining of how  
late it has already become. 

As though there was actually a way that we could slip behind. 

As though we were not already, in being at all, existing also in  
some other way – alien even to ourselves – in our own backyard,  
at our own breakfast table. 
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III

When, after the thought has been pressed to its point,  
to become the field that extends itself past the line of the  
horizon, have the heart extend itself – a further field, beyond  
that one.
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Brief Sketches of an Open Field 

Trees take shape on the horizon 
not as what they are, but against  
what they are not. 

Everything bends for a moment,  
then levels itself, then bends.

*
As the foot of a snail inside its shell, 
the shell not knowing, and the foot not knowing –

so the mind – a landscape, cleared of form –  
erects three trees, 

has already beheld them.

* 

What remains difficult, when, as now, thoughts wing themselves  
across an empty field, scattering in all directions, 
is not to erect again: a fence, a branch, a wire, 

for them to scatter to, then rest upon. 

*


